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The poet Longfellow wrote the poem, Afternoon in 

February, in 1893 and I share the first two stanzas with you here: 

   The day is ending, 
   The night is descending; 

   The marsh is frozen, 

   The river dead. 
   Through clouds like ashes 

   The red sun flashes 

   On village windows 
   That glimmer red. 

 The theme of the poem has to deal with the writer’s feeling 

through winter, more particularly the dead of winter. It’s hard to 
imagine living through the winter of yesteryear without the 

comforts many of us have known our entire lives: a car that can 

journey through snow; heat that comes faster than starting a fire; 
clothing that repels snow and insulates…so it’s sometimes hard to 

read some piece of writing like the above and relate. As I have aged 

I certainly appreciate the winter less and less, especially as I don’t 
ski or ride snow machines or ice fish… 

 But when you think of the snow and bitter cold (and there 

has been plenty of each), it isn’t always something that inspires 
dread because at what other time of year do you step outside and 

see the pink of dawn or dusk, kissing the tips of the white-covered 

roads, bushes, and buildings?  
 As much as winter is an inconvenience for its delays, 

cancellations, icy conditions, frost bite, etc., it’s just another season 

in the gift of life that we have all been bestowed with by our 
Heavenly Father. As a matter of fact, we’re just over a month away 

from Spring now…and despite our usual snow storm the first 

weekend in April, there is a light at the end of the tunnel, and of 
course the sun will be shining longer and brighter, just as the Son  

will continue to shine brightly upon us all the days of our lives, 

regardless if the sun sets at 4 p.m. or 8. So that’s the point I wanted 

to convey this month: have a look around, enjoy the beauty of the 
season for a moment, even if it seems as though the grass may 

never return! A drive down one of our small communities main 

street, with an old church and some stone facades will reveal more 

about God’s design than whatever dreariness you may think is 

hiding!  

  As a reminder, I want to let you know that we begin our 
commandery inspections this month. First, on Saturday the 3

rd
, 

DeWitt Clinton and Palestine Commanderies will confer the Order 
of Red Cross beginning at 10:00 a.m. in Rochester. Next, Trinity 

and St. George Commanderies will confer the Order of Malta in 

Nashua at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday the 24
th
. If you have candidates 

for the orders, please let SK Sheridan know ahead of time for 

tracking purposes (dasheridan49@gmail.com) and so that he may 

inform the commanders about lunch reservations. I’d like to point 
out that during the year RE Porter served as Grand Commander, a 

planning session of your grand officers was held in which the 

decision was made to begin alternating the orders between the 
commanderies so that all work could be performed; RE Leary 

pushed that thought in to action when he served as Grand 

Commander and we are now entering year three of that rotation and 
I believe we are going strong. This, Sir Knights, is the kind of 

action that gets us to work, and helps us move forward in 

solidifying our order.  
 I will last remind you that this month contains the day that 

card companies love, Valentine’s Day…a day in which we 

celebrate love. While some of us have loved ones with whom to 
share cards, others do not, and as true brothers and Sir Knights, let 

us be there for those valiant Sir Knights who know only the love of 

their brethren…and let us remind them of our love, just as we feel 
Christ’s love for us.  

 

    IHS, 

  SK Paul C. Smith, GC – Editor  
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